Hearing Loop Table

Applications
Restaurants and Coffee Shops

Featuring the HLD5 Hearing Loop Driver

Senior Living Centers and Residential

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Workplace

The Hearing Loop Table (Table) is an ADA compliant
handcrafted Table with a built in hearing loop system. The
Table houses a HLD5 Hearing Loop Driver, four hearing
loop modules, and a digital mixer under the surface of the
Table. Two or four flush mounted microphones are built
into the surface to pick up speech and provide a complete
hearing loop system for up to four people. For users with
a hearing device in the T-Coil program or with use of a
Contacta RX20 Loop Listener, the speech at the Table
will go directly into the user’s ear significantly reducing
background noise. The Table produces clear sound
allowing improved comprehension and communication is
settings with ambient noise.
Features
› Contacta HLD5 Hearing Loop Amplifier
› Internal Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
› Tables are solid Cherry wood, handcrafted in the USA
› Option for two or four microphones
› Option for natural Cherry wood or stained
› ADA compliant Table dimensions, handicap accessible
› Contstant ‘ON’ mode when plugged in. Users do not
have to request assistance and can use independently.
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Physical Data

Accessories
ADA Standards

Physical
Dimensions

Boxed
Dimensions
Weight
Construction/
Finish

Height - 32”
Height of Table Skirt - 27”
Width between Table Legs
- 33”

Height - Min 28” Max 34”
Height of Table Skirt - 27”
Width between Table Legs
- Min 32”

Height - 14”
Width - 42”
Depth - 42”
32.00lbs

› RX-20 Loop Listener

Standards (HLD5 Driver)
› FCC class “B” EMC (emissions)
› IEC 60118-4:2006 (in correct installations)
› BS EN 55103-1:2009 (EMC emissions)
› BS EN 55103-2:2009 (EMC immunity)

Solid Cherry Wood
Choice of stain or left in natural state with
polyurethane finish

Applications, Accessibility, and Use

Applications

Accessibility

Use

The Hearing Loop Table has a modern design and sleek look that can appeal to a variety of settings, both casual
and professional. The Table is shipped pre-assembled and is ready for immediate use once plugged in.
Applications include: Home/Personal use, Audiology practices, Libraries, Workplace, Restaurants, Coffee Shops,
Conference Centers, Hospitals, and Retirement Communities.

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 prohibits discrimination and ensures equal opportunity for
persons with disabilities in employment, State and local government services, public accommodations, commercial facilities, and transportation. (Source: ADA.gov) The Table adheres to the enforceable accessibility
standards called the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

The Loop Table is compatible with users who have a T-coil program in their hearing device. With training from
an Audiologist, users can activate their T-coil program and no additional equipment is needed to use the Table.
If a user suffers from hearing loss but does not have a hearing device, a Contacta RX20 Loop Listener can be
used. The Loop Listener is a compact device that has a built in T-coil and can be used with headphones or earbuds.
The Loop Table will come with a hearing loop sign on the table and an additional hearing loop sticker that can
be posted within the venue to inform patrons of the availability of the assistive listening system.
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